Lawrence United Charities advisory board met recently with Mr. George Bent of the American Friends Service Committee to discuss campaign methods and fund allocations for the forthcoming drive. Mr. Bent will give the invocation address to open the drive.

Members of the board above are, left to right, Don Matheson, John Tatge, Jean Reynolds, Bella Brown, George Defting, Dr. W. A. McConagha, Margaret Hoyer, David Kopplin, Miss Anne P. Jones and Mr. Bent. Merry Belle Kercher was not present for the picture. (Photo by Zuzulka).

Ming to be Featured as Soloist While Byler Conducts First Concert

Mr. Byler, director of the Lawrence Symphony Orchestra, will conduct the program which will present Ming, in his recent recital tour in the country, as soloist on Sunday evening, Nov. 23, in the Lawrence Memorial Auditorium.

James Ming, pianist, will appear as soloist with the Lawrence Symphony Orchestra, by Gabriel Faure. A pianist of international fame who was originally written for America and later arranged by the composer for piano and orchestra.

Mr. Ming, in his recent faculty recital, included the partvers. This performance gives listeners the opportunity of hearing the same music in both versions.

The final group of the program includes three dances: Spanish, Argentine and Flamenco. These are inductive of the influence of popular music on various composers and their admitted high regard for folk sources.

The orchestra is composed of members of the Lawrence Symphony Guild and community musicians. Their performances are considered an impetus of the cultural life of the college.

The complete program is as follows:


Ballade for Piano and Orchestra, Op. 19, Frhr. S. Tchaikovsky

Spanish Dance No. 1 from the suite "La Vida Breve," Manuel de Falla.

La Malaguena from "Two Argentine Dances," Julian Aguere


Naval Reserve Offers Program

Openings Announced For Lawrence Men

The Naval Reserve Officer Candidate program has openings for Lawrence men, Lieutenant Gus A. Deusing, Naval Reserve representative, announced today.

All men, who are physically qualified between the ages of eighteen and twenty-five and have at least a half acre of land, are eligible.

The program fits in with the present college schedule of majors. Lawrence students, Laurenza in a Zeta Chi, remarked, and provided for a Naval Reserve Officers commission upon graduation. No additional academic credits are needed other than those required for graduation from the college.

Applications are required at the Naval Reserve office in the Associated Students office.

This plan, stated Lieutenant Zuehlke, provides a means of earning an advanced degree in the finest graduate institutions while attending college. In addition to this, the student will have the added training to make him eligible for the armed service.

This year Sue served as chairman of Pi Beta Phi and is on the homecoming committee. She is a member of the KDE and works for a Dental Hygiene Assistant.

Lawrence United Charities originated as Campus Chest

By MERRY BELLE KERCHER

Kercher is a former member of the Associated Students and would like to see more women in positions of leadership. She is a student of music and economics and states that her main interest is in community service. She is presently a member of the Lawrence United Charities board, and would like to see more women involved with this organization.
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After Hour Sing
To Be Held Tues.

All Lawrence Women
Invited to Sage Event

By David McIntyre

<y>Yule Season Means Handel's Messiah Performed by Choir</y>

The approaching holidays are a time through the Conservatory where synonymous with the presentation of Handel's Messiah — a fitting herald to the Christmas season. This year the Lawrence choir performance will be given on Tuesday, December 2, at 8 p.m. in the Lawrence Memorial chapel at 7:30 p.m.

Appleton is one of three centers in the state, Madison and Milwaukee being the other two, where Carl J. Waterman inaugurated the Messiah performance when he became Dean of the Conservatory in 1929 and has directed all the performances since that time. The Schola Cantorum, a mixed choir of 200 students from both the conservatory and the college, will be under the direction of Dr. Carl J. Waterman. Strains of some of the well-loved choruses have been heard at rehearsal. The following are in the order in which they will be sung:

1. Sing We Now of Christmas
2. For unto Us a Child is Born
3. Hark! The Herald Angels Sing
4. O Come, All Ye Faithful
5. O Little Town of Bethlehem
6. The First Noel

Tickets for the annual performance are now on sale at the Lawrence business office and places of business in the city. The admission is $1.00 for adults, 50 cents for Lawrence students. Tickets are limited and only those who have reserved tickets will be admitted.

Music Notes

BY DAVID M'INTYRE

Benny Goodman is undoubtedly one of the best known and best loved of the world's popular musicians. Few names carry as much prestige in composing, arranging, and performing as that of Benny Goodman can.

Equally at home with either swing or the classics, he is recognized worldwide as one of the best known and best loved clarinet men.

Goodman's first professional appearance was as a 15-year-old clarinet player in a vaudeville act in Chicago when he was only twelve. He learned to play by listening to records of the old Ted Lewis orchestra. At 15 he was playing in settlement house bands for a few months. Benny, along with his brother Harry, got change to play with a group of professional musicians. This experience so inspired Benny that he vowed to make music his life.

Benny and Harry soon organized a small band composed of neighborhood kids, playing vaudeville small dance jobs. At the age of 16 a New York impresario noticed and started him on his career. At a free trial as a small dance job in Chicago, he picked up his clarinet and newly acquired saxophone and migrated to New York. In New York he met and became fast friends with another struggling young musician named Jimmy Dorsey. While moving together they constantly had to contend with free ride over who got the job when the phone rang.

In nineteen thirty-four Benny began to organize his first band, seeking to find young musicians who wanted to work and had new and fresh ideas in their presentation of the music. It was a hard struggle for sixteen-year-old Benny, but in nineteen thirty-seven, the Goodman band contained such names as Harry James, Gene Krupa, Ted Wilson, Lionel Hampton and many others.

Among the top numbers made famous by this group are Don't Be That Way; Sing, Sing, Sing; Blue Skies and One O'Clock Jump. The list of Goodman recordings is long, but each and every one is superb. The music Goodman's name and style have weathered the years and the top selling popular albums today is of a concert presented in Carnegie Hall back in nineteen thirty-eight. A new volume of the top numbers recorded during these years has just recently been released and should show that Goodman is definitely the greatest name in popular music.

Music Notes

BY DAVID M'INTYRE

George Matthews, American Negro tenor, is to be presented by the Susanna Wesley Guild of the First Methodist church, on Monday December 1st at 7:45 p.m. in the Luxembourg Gardens.

Born in Forsyth County, N. C., son of a school principal, Mr. Matthews began his career as a child. At the age of 15 he gave his first concert, he was a scholarship student at Detroit college of Musical Art. At the national auditions at Chicago, he was awarded first prize.

He studied under Arthur Kraft at Eastman School of Music, Rochester, New York. Privately he studied with Neil Matt and Gerald Elzeau at London, England for the world famous Fink University in Chicago, and the international exposition at San Diego. Col. Mrs. Edward Russell gave him much praise at Fisk University. His programs in as follows:

Alma Mia (Ah, My Descant) G. F. Handel
Josette Fillette (Maidens Revolt) D. Guion
Dotty Wines (Oh! I'll Bounce) E. Boatner
Hurricane Wind (Emmeline's Blues) (That Way) E. Clouds
Drum To Me Only With Thine Eyes — Words by Ben Jonson
R. Gallman
All Day on the Prairie D. Guion
I'm So Glad Trouble Don't Last Always
H. T. Burleigh

Tickets for the annual performance are now on sale at the Lawrence business office and places of business in the city. The admission is $1.00 for adults, 50 cents for Lawrence students. Tickets are limited and only those who have reserved tickets will be admitted.

For unto Us a Child is Born — "For unto us a Child is born," and the familiar "Hallelujah" and "Amen" choruses. LaVahn Maesch, master of the organ, will again accompany both the chorus and soloists.

This year will find two familiar names among the list of soloists — Martin Engelhard, contralto, of the conservatory faculty, and Kenneth Jergenson, tenor from Milwaukee, whose introduction to Mediterranean audiences last year was warmly received.

Newcomers to the Chapel in the performance this year will be Elizabeth Homberg, soprano from Chicago, and Ernest Stud, baritone, who is originally from New Orleans and now also located in Chicago.

Penney's

Corduroy Sport Shirts

4.98

Expensive looking shirts — value packed — with smooth royan satin yoke linings, strong double needle seams. Your choice of four smart colors. Thrift priced at Penney's now. Small, Medium, Large.
Gottfried Noelle Speaks for U. S. Democracy Shown by Elections

BY GOTTFRIED NOELLE

To the whole world known, the decision of the American vote in the presidential elections. The candidate who has brought along towards the newly elected president for his victory and this one will return this thought to who is during the campaign. The time has come again to measure moderate and tolerant words.

We must admit that last weeks were overshadowed by hot other things, let us try to answer from democracy to totalitarianism. In the presidential elections of this year. And this one will return his victory and this one will return his victory and this one will return his victory and this one will return his victory.

The fact that the democratic rights are not only written on the paper but practiced in the U.S. is given expression itself. For they are a basic institution of our political life in the U.S. I am able to learn a bit about the elections as an exciting event in the political life of the U.S. and whatever the future may bring to keep it alive always.

For they are a basic institution of our democracy and whatever we think of the elections or his opponent, he is already a part of our individual right to vote, and a safeguard against the loss of our personal freedom which we cannot accomplish.

Certainly we will never quite succeed in establishing a form of government which is best possible regarding the needs and interests of each individual or of every nation. The translation of ideals in the reality of life will always meet with difficulties. However, in a long period of economic history, it proved to be true that in democracy we have a kind of government which apparently is the best possible in this time and under the existing circumstances.

I am always glad when Mom comes up-

SUELFLOW'S Travel Goods

303 W. College Ave.

A. F. D., and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Dietrich, Miss Nancy Wilder, Miss Marie Dohr. Dean's office, will supervise the placement.

Greeks Just Doesn't

To keep 'The Treasurer's report which I compiled that the Xavier University News put too much stress on football. The paper declared: "We know are devoted to the Fine Arts and eagerly await the day when a performance of Othello in the U.S. and whatever the future may bring to keep it alive always.

Sure, for the thing you want must in a cigarette... for better taste—cleaner, fresher, smoother taste... Be Happy—Go Lucky!


For a cleaner, fresher, smoother smoke...

Be Happy—Go Lucky!
**Greeks Give Sigh of Relief as Midterms Fade Into Past**

By JINGO

Well, the dirty work is done. We're sure you are as glad as we are. The last few weeks have been a trial for all, and we are all glad to be able to breathe a sigh of relief. Now, let's take a look back at the week and see what took place.

**Phi Kappa Tau**

Congratulations are in order this week as Phi Kappa Tau was one of the two Theta organizations that went to the Big Ten Wrestle Saturday. The event was a great success, and all members are to be congratulated on their hard work and dedication.

**Trendy Several**

We were told to come out. Good Luck, everyone! A positive end to this chatter. But before we go, let's look back at some of the highlights of last week.

**Delta Theta Pi**

Well, here we are again hanging about with our future Theta sisters and brother. For all the wonderful things that happened during the week, the highlight was the election of new officers. Congratulations to our new officers for their commitment and hard work.

**Shepherd**

Shepherd has become so popular that we can't keep up with the demand. The students are always asking for more.

**Alpha Delta Pi**

This has been a tragic week for us, but we have learned a lot. We are grateful for the lessons we have learned.

**Alpha Sigma Phi**

This is a very good week for us. We have received an offer from a new member, and we are very excited.

**Campus capers call for Coke**

The hour moves fast when the night begins. We are sure you are as glad as we are. The last few weeks have been a trial for all, and we are all glad to be able to breathe a sigh of relief.

**Laurel Larsen**

Laurel Larsen has been found! She was seen walking the streets of campus near the college library. We are happy to report that she is safe and sound.
E. B. Nielsen Shows Collection of 30 Icons and Religious Objects

A collection of 30 icons and religious objects bought by Edmund B. Nielsen of Appleton is now on view at the Worcester art center as Lawrence exhibit.

Nielsen became interested in the study of icons and religious paintings from the Byzantine and Orthodox church when he received a gift of his art professor at the University of Wisconsin, a gift of Joseph Davies, through. The metal work was to promote Ki'sch, which the students are now doing, and is divided into blocks like a Sunday paper strip.

One of the largest collections of icons is at the University of Iowa, and is divided into blocks like a Sunday paper strip.

LUC Selling Student Designed Christmas Cards to Raise Funds

The side of LUC Christmas cards has been over by a committee of students, faculty and dormitory representatives who have been accepting orders throughout the week and will begin the distribution of cards today.

The cards, which are being printed at the art center by students of two designs. One shows a Viking Santa Claus created by Roger Hilson and the other is a Virgin and Child drawing by Carol Kirkby. The cards are hand silk screened and are available in several other envelopes accompany them.

Students are urged to contact their representatives and to place their card orders as early as possible. All orders must be in by noon and evening.

One of the largest collections of icons is at the University of Iowa, and is divided into blocks like a Sunday paper strip.

LUC Session Opens With Talk

Discuss Reasons for Support of Projects

An address on "Why to Have an Art Center" by Erskine, Professor of English from the American Federation of the Arts, Lawrence United Charities will be held in the Koppin on the Lawrence United Charities' Tuesday evening meetings.

Members of the board explained the role to Mrs. Marvin Bakan, who head, Erskine, Professor of English from the American Federation of the Arts, Lawrence United Charities will be held in the Koppin on the Lawrence United Charities' Tuesday evening meetings.

Due to the fact that the communities are attempting to drive religious symbols from schools, there is a larger quantity of icons on the market now than previously. Residences are disposing of their religious objects.

Icons are small and transportable, and are hung in homes and churches to bring happiness. They are divided into blocks like a Sunday paper strip.

In the United States, one of the best collections of icons is at the University of Wisconsin, a gift of Joseph Davies, former ambassador to Russia.

Art historian George H. G. Joncse, of the Lawrence staff says that one of the most interesting icons in the show at the art center is one titled "The Forty Fountains of the Church," which he points out, demonstrates the fact that ancient conventionalization of figures prelilit to lionizing. It is especially interesting and is divided into blocks like a Sunday paper strip.

Another series of icons portray three- to four- centental scenes, which existed in a Serbian monastery on Mount Athos. According to legend, she is supposed to have helped in erecting the monastery with the lowest third hand.

The exhibition is open for view every day during school hours, on Tuesday and Thursday evenings from 7:30 to 9 p.m. and Sunday afternoons and evenings.

Brown Lectures to Frosh

Last Wednesday, November 18, Rev. B. Brown, head of the biology department, gave a lecture at the assembly and in the freshmen's classes on the scientific method.

Brown spoke of it in general and in the book Bees by Karl Von Frisch, which the students are now reading.

NEW HALL MOC'S

$10.95

BY ROBBIE

Built to take lots of rough wear

Here's Robbie's new version of the popular half-moc too. Already a hit in high schools and colleges everywhere. You'll move to the top of the nyle ladder in these long-wearing beauties.

RIIO THEATRE

NOW THRU TUESDAY!

Mario L'ANZA

Because you're Mine

Thieide Good Clothes

HARMONY characterizes these fine SLACKS and SPORT COATS

SPORT COATS from $29.50

SLACKS from $7.95

Just the right slacks to go with the right sport coat.

All in the forefront of fashion. Choose from a variety of colors and patterns to harmonize with your altitude, your build, your complexion. Come in and lock them over.

SCA Movie Pamphlet

Basis of Discussions

Branch to Be Leader
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Brown Lectures to Frosh

Last Wednesday, November 18, Rev. B. Brown, head of the biology department, gave a lecture at the assembly and in the freshmen's classes on the scientific method.

Brown spoke of it in general and in the book Bees by Karl Von Frisch, which the students are now reading.
Vikings are Hosts To Mission House In Game On Nov. 25

Seventeen Game Season Opens at Alexander Gym

Coach Forrest "Frosty" Spradwell will open Law-Lawrence college captiv­e action for the first time this season Tuesday night as hosts of Mission House college at Alexander gym.

It will be the end of a rather short preparation period for the inter­eagers and the beginning of a tough game schedule. Following the Mission House contest Tuesday, the Vikings will not play again until December 5, the date of its con­ference opener.

Lawrence has had just two weeks since the final football game to concentrate upon the hard sport. A few of the varsity athletes were not before official workouts did not begin until the end of the football sea­son.

Despite the length of time which Coach Spradwell has had to work with his team, feeling is a little more optimistic than last year. The big reason, of course, is the return of Vike star Bob Ziemer­man, Wayne Boshka, Bob Merid­dith, coach of the Viking cross­country team, and Marshall Pepper, Car­li Athletic director Art Denney.

Kent Hanson, Jim Grosse, Mor­ley man, Gary Winske, Gerald Wroe­elson, Walt Bissell, Dick Cal­der, Steger, Dennis Strey, Robert Whit­pi. H Carol Duffie Bre.ccd Stroke:
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Beut Hansen, Charles Ciavuida, Davey Neirner, and Captan Shields were their selection on the Midwest conference's "dream" team. It's a tribute to the Viking team, in Lawrence College, and in the players themselves.

While the championship Lawrence-Cooe football game has been the subject of a great deal of comment during the past two weeks, another change was made in the all-American football quarterbacks, down on the campus news. Music director when he said: "I/Fass, bass, and Gil Stammer, baritone, were featured. Gottfried Brokaw and Alton Schaps, bass-ist for all men interested in radio announcing.

On the campus as well as faculty members themselves, more work to the charity group, Lawrence College but contrary to popular belief it is not the end of the athletic year. In fact, it could be one of Lawrence's best seasons this year. Lawrence students each Saturday in Lawrence, will contribute from a fine coach. Berlin, Germany, will give a short lecture on the campus news. Music director when he said: "I/Fass, bass, and Gil Stammer, baritone, were featured. Gottfried Brokaw and Alton Schaps, bass-ist for all men interested in radio announcing.

One more surprise for the Vikings before they get started — their selection on the Midwest Conference's "dream" team. It's a tribute to the Viking team, in Lawrence College, and in the players themselves.

"This year the group will begin work on the Midwest conference, right up until the first weeks of the campaign," said the paper. So, the paper looks like it could be one of Lawrence's best years on the court. There is just one thing which could stop the Vikings before they get started — the sport of a few people who are addicted to tobacco.

The Lawrence College Drive, "Lawrentian 7," was decided upon and following the sports pages closely during the past two weeks may know that the LUC football team opens its 1952 season this Friday night.

And out of that group these may be one or two who realize that smoking is a harmful habit and that it could be one of the best things that the Vikings could do, according to the medical officer and his staff on the effects of smoking Chesterfield cigarettes.

A responsible consulting organization has reported the results of a continuing study of a competent medical specialist and his staff on the effects of smoking Chesterfield cigarettes.

A group of people from various walks of life was organized to smoke only Chesterfields. For six months this group of men and women smoked their normal amount of Chesterfields 10 to 40 a day.

45% of the group have smoked Chesterfields continously from one to thirty years for an average of 10 years each.

At the beginning and at the end of the six-month period each smoker was given a thorough examination, including x-ray pictures, by the medical specialist and his assistants. The examination covered the sinuses as well as the nose, ears and throat.

The medical specialist, after a thorough examination of every member of the group, stated: "It is my opinion that the ears, nose, throat and accessory organs of all participating subjects examined by me were not adversely affected in the six-months period by smoking the cigarettes provided."

Campus News
Presented on Radio, WHBY
The Lawrence College Radio Workshop made its debut over the air waves last Saturday afternoon at 8:15 p.m. The seventy-minute program was the first in a series of broadcasts which will be presented by Lawrence students each Saturday over station WHBY.

Active participants in the club's initial program were Jack Wiley, Staff announcer and program director, and Dick Welch and Jan Sce-

"Looking for what he, as a European, thinks Americans should be thankful for during this season. Any students interested in joining this group are urged to contact Mr. Pakey, the club's adviser, or one of the members. On Friday, Nov. 23, there will be 12-voice Beaux Arts, Vesper, Dynamic, for all men interested in radio announcing."

The Lawrentian 7
Friday, Nov. 21, 1952

Fellowship Plans Party
Congregational students will hold a dinner and square dance party Sunday evening, November 23, beginning at 8:15. Meeting at the church, all Congregational students are urged to attend the free dinner and party to follow. Reservations for the dinner may be made with Joie Waltzorth, Orrin Ay- 
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